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Abstract 
We exploit the close relationship between circular arc graphs and interval graphs to design 
efficient approximation algorithms for NP-hard optimization problems on circular arc graphs. 
The problems considered here are maximum domatic partition and on-line minimum vertex 
coloring. 
We present a heuristic for the domatic partition problem with a performance ratio of 4. For 
on-line coloring, we consider two different on-line models. In the first model, arcs are presented 
in the increasing order of their left endpoints. For this model, our heuristic guarantees 
a solution which is within a factor of 2 of the optimal (off-line) value; and we show that no 
on-line coloring algorithm can achieve a performance guarantee of less than 4/3. In the second 
on-line model, arcs are presented in an arbitrary order; and it is known that no on-line coloring 
algorithm can achieve a performance guarantee of less than 3. For this model, we present 
a heuristic which provides a performance guarantee of 4. 
1. Introduction 
A graph G is called a circular arc graph if there is a one to one correspondence 
between the nodes of the graph and the members of a family F = (A,, AZ, . . . , A,} of 
arcs on a circle such that two nodes i andj in G are adjacent iff the corresponding arcs 
Ai and Aj overlap. F is called a circular arc model of the graph G. Circular arc graphs 
are a generalization of interval graphs in which the vertices of the graph are in a one to 
one correspondence with a family of intervals on a real line such that two vertices are 
adjacent iff the corresponding intervals have a nonempty intersection. Given a graph 
G, the (off-line) minimum coloring problem requires the assignment of colors to the 
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vertices of G such that each pair of adjacent vertices receives a different color and the 
total number of colors used is minimum. This problem remains NP-complete even for 
circular arc graphs [SJ. It can however be solved in linear time for interval graphs. In 
an instance of the on-line graph coloring problem, vertices of the graph are presented 
one at a time. When a vertex is presented, all the edges from it to vertices presented 
earlier are given. An on-line coloring algorithm assigns a color to the current vertex 
before the next vertex is presented. The color assigned to the vertex must be different 
from the colors assigned to all its neighbors previously presented. Once a color is 
assigned to a vertex, the algorithm is not allowed to change its color at a future time. 
On-line coloring has applications in register allocation and processor scheduling 
[3,9, 161. Ref. [S] addresses on-line coloring problems for some other geometric 
intersection graphs. 
For a graph G(V,E), a subset D of V is called a dominating set iff every node in 
(V - D) is adjacent to some node in D. An optimal domatic partition of G is a max- 
imum sized partition n of V such that each subset in n is a dominating set. The 
problem of obtaining such a partition is known to be NP-complete even for circular 
arc graphs [2] but can be solved in linear time for interval graphs [19]. The domatic 
partition problem has applications in strategic location of objects on the nodes of 
a network [l, 4, lo]. 
In this paper, we use the technique of reduction described by Rao and Pandu 
Rangan [19] to obtain efficient approximation algorithms for NP-hard problems on 
circular arc graphs. The idea behind this technique is the following. To solve an 
optimization problem for a given circular arc graph G, we first transform G into 
another graph G’ for which the given optimization problem can be solved efficiently. 
From an optimal solution to G’, we obtain a solution to G via another transformation. 
For some problems, this transformation produces an optimal solution for G. For 
example, Masuda and Nakajima [15] obtain an optimal solution to the maximum 
independent set problem by transforming the given circular are graph into a proper 
circular arc graph G’. For other problems, the transformation produces a near- 
optimal solution for G. For example, Tucker [21] devised a heuristic for coloring 
circular arc graphs by transforming them into interval graphs. Our approximation 
algorithms also transform the given circular arc graph into an interval graph. Since 
the problems we consider are NP-complete for circular arc graphs, we cannot hope to 
find optimal solutions for them efficiently. 
We first present an approximation algorithm for computing a near-optimal do- 
matic partition. This approximation algorithm guarantees a solution within a factor 
of 4 of the optimal value. We then address the on-line coloring problem for circular 
arc graphs. For the on-line model where the arcs are presented in a sorted order, we 
give a heuristic which guarantees a solution which is within twice the optimal (off-line) 
value. Hence this heuristic is 2-competitive [9], and its performance matches the best 
known off-line approximation algorithm for coloring circular arc graphs [21]. We 
also show that no on-line algorithm can achieve a competitive ratio of less than 4/3 
even when the arcs are presented in sorted order. In the second on-line model where 
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the arcs may be presented in any order, our algorithm guarantees a solution which is 
no more than 4 times the optimal off-line value. In this on-line model, it has been 
shown [12] that no on-line algorithm can achieve a competitive ratio of less than 3 for 
interval graphs. Since interval graphs are a proper subclass of circular arc graphs, this 
lower bound also applies to circular arc graphs. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 contains the definitions 
and some preliminaries. Section 3 presents the heuristic for the domatic partition 
problem and its analysis. Section 4 presents our heuristics for the on-line coloring 
problem. The last section offers some concluding remarks and directions for future 
research. 
2. Definitions 
Let G = (V, E) be a circular arc graph where V = { 1,2, . . . , n} is the set of vertices 
and E is the set of edges. Throughout this paper, we assume that G does not have any 
isolated nodes. We also assume that the given circular arc graph G has an associated 
circular arc model F = (A 1, AZ, . . . , A,) consisting of a family of n arcs on a circle of 
unit radius. Arc Ai corresponds to vertex i. From now on we will use the terms “arc” 
and “vertex” to refer to the same object and the usage will be clear from the context. 
Without loss of generality, we assume that no arc covers the whole circle [6]. We also 
choose an arbitrary origin on the circle. Now each arc can be denoted as Ai = (ai, bi) 
where ai denotes the left endpoint and bi the right endpoint of the arc traversed in 
clockwise direction. It is easy to see that if F does not cover the whole circle then we 
have an interval graph. 
An arc (ai, bi) contains a point p iff the points ai, bi and p are encountered in the 
order (ai, p, bi) in a clockwise traversal from ai to bi. An arc (ai, bi) contains the arc 
(Uj, bj) iff (ai, bi) contains every point on the arc (Uj, bj). The neighborhood N(U) of 
a vertex v is the set of vertices adjacent to v. Formally N(v) = (U 1 (u, v) E E). We can 
extend this definition to obtain the neighborhood of a set of vertices X. For any 
X E I/, we let N(X) = Uxsxlv(x). 
As mentioned earlier, our algorithms first modify the given circular arc graph to 
obtain an interval graph. We will refer to this modification step as cutting the given 
circular arc graph. The cutting step first identifies a point p on the circumference of the 
circle and then considers the arcs which cross the radial line through p. This radial line 
will be referred to as the cut line. Our on-line coloring heuristics (Section 4) remove all 
the arcs that cross the cut line and processes these arcs separately. Note that the arcs 
which do not cross the cut line form an interval graph. Thus in the case of on-line 
coloring, the cutting step produces an interval graph by completely removing each arc 
that crosses the cut line. The cutting step of our domatic partition heuristic (Section 3) 
handles the arcs which cross the cut line in the following manner. Suppose (ai, bi) is an 
arc that crosses the cut line. Let p be the point where the arc and the cut line intersect. 
We will refer to the arc (ai, p) as the left part of the arc (ai, bi) and the arc (p, bi) as the 
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right part of the arc (ai, bi). The cutting step shortens each arc that crosses the cut line 
by discarding either the left or the right part of the cut arc. This process ensures that 
the resulting collection of arcs do not cover the entire circle. Thus the cutting step 
produces an interval graph. It is easy to see that the edge set of the resulting interval 
graph is a subset of the edge set of the circular arc graph G. When the left (right) part of 
an arc is discarded, we say that the arc is distributed to the right (left). The specifics of 
how each cut arc is distributed will be discussed as part of the domatic partition 
heuristic. 
We conclude this section with some graph theoretic definitions which will be used 
in Section 3. Given a graph G = (V, E), a subset I/’ of I/ is an independent set if there is 
no edge between any pair of nodes in V’. Further, I/’ is a maximaE independent set if no 
proper superset of V’ is also an independent set. It is well known that a maximal 
independent set can be found by a straightforward greedy procedure. The following 
(also well known) fact points out a relationship between maximal independent sets 
and dominating sets. 
Fact 2.1. Let G = (V, E) be a graph and let V’ be a maximal independent set of G. Then 
V’ is also a dominating set for G. Furthermore, if G has no isolated nodes and V’ # V, 
then (V - V’) is also a dominating set for G. 
3. Domatic partition heuristic 
In this section, we present a heuristic that partitions the set of vertices of a circular 
arc graph G such that each set in the partition is a dominating set. We begin with 
a description of the idea behind the heuristic. 
Our heuristic first cuts the given circular arc graph G and produces an interval 
graph G’. The heuristic then uses the polynomial time algorithm in [19] to obtain an 
optimal domatic partition for G’. Since G’ is obtained from G by edge deletions, any 
domatic partition for G’ is also a domatic partition for G. The transformation from 
G to G’ is carried out in such a way that an optimal solution for G’ is a near-optimal 
solution for G. We now give a formal description of the heuristic. 
Heuristic DOMP. 
Input: A circular arc graph G represented as a family of arcs, over a unit circle. For 
each arc we are given (ai, bi) which denote the left and the right endpoint of the arc 
when traversed in the clockwise direction. 
Output: A partition of vertices of the graph G such that each set in the partition is 
a dominating set. 
begin 
1. Calculate the degree of each vertex in G. 
2. Let d,i”(G) denote the degree of a vertex of minimum degree in G. 
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; _ _ _) Reference Line 
Fig. 1. Illustration of cut vertex in algorithm DOMP: M = {.45,410}; Z = {AZ}; X = {AI}; Y = {Aa}; 
v* = A,,. 
3. if d,i,(G) < 7 then 
(a) (i) Find a maximal independent set I/, in G. Let V2 = V - V1. 




If there is a unique minimum degree vertex, let u* denote that vertex; 
otherwise, let v* be a minimum degree vertex whose corresponding arc does 
not contain any other arc. Construct the following (pairwise disjoint) sets of 
nodes (arcs). 
Z = {(a;, bi) ( (ai, bi) contains the arc (a,*, b,.) and (ai, bi) # (Q, b,.)}. 
Y = ((ai, bi) 1 (ai, bi)$Z, (ai, bi) contains the point b,*, and (ai, bi) # 
(a”*, M}. 
x = N(u*) - Y - z. 
Let us assume without loss of generality that 1x1 > ) Y (. Then we choose the 
radial line through b,, as the cut line’ (see Fig. 1). Note that the arcs in YuZ 
cross the cut line while the arcs in X do not cross the cut line. Convert G into 
an interval graph G’ by distributing the arcs in YuZ in the following 
manner. 
(d) The arcs in Z are distributed as follows. If IZI > &,(G)/2, then arbitrarily 
choose LlZ1/2J - 1 arcs from Z and distribute them to the left and the 
remaining(r12(/21+ 1) arcs to the right. If IZ( < d,i”(G)/2, distribute all the 
arcs of Z to the left. 
‘If IX/ < 1 Y 1, the radial line through a,. is chosen as the cut line, and instead of the arcs in Y, the arcs in 
X are distributed in a manner similar to Step 3(e). 
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(e) The arcs in Y are distributed as follows. For each y E Y define: 
1, = {ai 1 vi E N(y) and Ui$ Y and (uy, by) does not contain the point bVi}. 
r, = N(y) - Y - 1,. 
If l&l 3 Iryl, then distribute y to the left else distribute y to the right. 
(f) Let G’ be the interval graph obtained at the end of Step 3(e). Find an optimal 
domatic partition for G’ using the algorithm presented in [19]. 
(g) Output the domatic partition for G’ as a domatic partition for G. 
end. 
3.1. Analysis of the heuristic 
To analyze the performance of Heuristic DOMP, we need the following result from 
c191. 
Lemma 3.1. Let G = (V, E) be an interval graph. If dmi,,(G) denotes the minimum degree 
of G and OPT(G) denotes the size of an optimal domatic partition for G, then 
(i) OPT(G) = d,i,(G) + 1, and 
(ii) such a partition can be found in 0( I VI + ) E I) time. 
From the description of Heuristic DOMP and part (ii) of Lemma 3.1, it is easy to 
see that Heuristic DOMP runs in polynomial time. To prove the peformance guaran- 
tee provided by the heuristic, we need the following result. 
Lemma 3.2. Let d,,,(G) and d,i,(G’), respectively, denote the minimum node degree of 
the circular arc graph G and that of the interval graph G’ obtained at the end of Step 3(e) 
of Heuristic DOMP. If d,,“(G) > 8 then d,i,(G’) > dmi,(G)/4. 
Proof. For each node u, let d, and dV denote the degree of u in G and G’, respectively. 
We will show that for each node u whose degree was affected by the cut, 
dl 2 d,i,(G)/4. The proof of this result involves a case analysis and is based on the 
following crucial relationships among the sets X, Y and 2. 
XnY= YnZ=XnZ=f$, (1) 
IXI + I Yl + IZI = &in(G), (2) 
I-w 2 In (3) 
1x1 + IZIP 3 dmin(G)P* (4) 
Relationship (1) above points out that sets X, Y and Z are pairwise disjoint. This 
relationship is an immediate consequence of the definitions of X, Y and Z (Step 3(b) of 
the heuristic). Relationship (2) holds because d,* = d,i,(G), N(u*) = Xu Y UZ and (1). 
Relationship (3) points out the condition mentioned in Step 3(c) of the heuristic. 
Finally, Relationship (4) follows directly from (2) and (3). 
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Recall that v* was chosen such that it is a node of minimum degree and does not 
contain any other arc in G. Hence every node adjacent to v* contains at least one of 
the end points of v*. Thus, each such node appears in one of the sets X, Y or Z. As 
a consequence, the only vertices whose degrees may have changed due to the 
distribution of the arcs in YuZ are: (1) the node u* (recall that the cut line is the radial 
line through b,.), (2) nodes in X, (3) nodes in Y, (4) nodes in Z, and (5) nodes in the set 
M = (wlw~N(YuZ) -({v*}uXuYuZ)}.Th e case analysis below considers each of 
these possibilities separately. 
1. Degree ofv*: The elements of XuZ form a clique and V* is adjacent o all of them 
in the original graph G. Since the arcs in X are not affected by the cut and Step 3(d) of 
the heuristic distributed at least L lZl/2] - 1 arcs to the left of the cut, it follows 
that v* is adjacent o at least 1X 1 + L (Zl/2 J - 1 vertices in the new graph G’. Therefore 
d:. 2 1x1 + LlZl/2J - 1 2 1x1 + lZl/2 - 2. 
Using (4), it is easy to verify that do. > d,i,(G)/4 when d,i,(G) > 8. 
2. Degree ofthe nodes in X: Let x be a node in X. Obviously d, >, d,i,(G). Note that 
none of the elements of X are cut and so the only way a vertex in X loses its degree is 
because of the distribution of the arcs in YuZ. We consider two subcases here. 
(a) When all the arcs in Z are distributed to the left of the cut. As mentioned in Case 
1, the vertices of XuZ form a clique in G. Since all the arcs in Z are distributed to the 
left, we have d! >, 1x1 - 1 + 1 Zl. Now, using (4), it follows that d! > d,,,(G)/2 - 1. It 
is easy to verify that when d,i,(G) 2 8, d,i”(G)/2 - 1 is at least d,i,(G)/4. Thus 
d: > &i”(G)/4. 
(b) When L lZl/2] - 1 of the arcs in Z are distributed to the left and the rest are 
distributed to the right. In the interval graph G’, The vertices in X, the L lZl/2 J - 1 
vertices from Z distributed to the left and the vertex v* form a clique. Therefore, 
d: 3 [Xl- 1 + L/Zl/2] - 1 + 1 
> 1x1+ lZ(/2 - 2. 
Using (4), it is again easy to verify that & > d,i,(G)/4 when d,i,(G) 2 8. 
3. Degree of nodes in Z: Let z be a node in Z. There are two subcases here. 
(a) lZ1 < d,i”(G)/2: In this case, we distributed all the arcs in Z to the left of the cut. 
Note that the vertices in XuZu {u*} form a clique in G and also in G’. Hence 
d: > IX1 + JZl - 1 + 1 > &i,(G)/22 
where the last step uses (4). Thus dz trivially satisfies the required lower bound of 
&i”(G)/4. 
(b) JZ( > d,i,(G)/2: In this case we distributed LIZI/ - 1 of the arcs of Z to the 
left and the others to the right. There are two further subcases here. 
(i) When z is placed to the left of the cut: In this case, the LIZ!/2 J - 1 nodes of 
Z that are distributed to the left, the nodes in X and the vertex v* form a clique in G’. 
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Therefore 
> 1x1 -t- LIzI/ J - 2. 
From (4) it follow that dz > d,i,(G)/4 when d,i”(G) 2 8. 
(ii) When z is placed to the right of the cut: In this case, r lZl/21+ 1 nodes of Z, one 
of which is the node z, are placed to the right. Therefore dz > r[Zl/21. Since 
IZI > d,i”(G)/2, it follows that dk > &,(G)/4. 
4. Degree of nodes in Y: Consider any node y E Y. We know that d, > d,i”(G). By 
the definition of sets Y and Z, y is adjacent to every node in Z. We observe that 
y remains adjacent to every node in Z even after the arcs in Z are distributed (Step 
3(d)). This is because y crosses the cut line (the radial line through b,.), and after the 
arcs in Z are distributed, every arc in Z has b,. as its left end point (i.e. the 
corresponding arc was distributed to the right) or as its right end point (i.e. the 
corresponding arc was distributed to the left). Since only the arcs in Z were distributed 
in Step 3(d), it follows that d, > d,i,(G) even after Step 3(d). Note that 
N(Y) = (Y - {Y>) 1, u uly, where the sets 1, and ry are as defined in Step 3(e). From the 
definitions of sets I,, and r,,, it is easy to see that the sets Y, I, and ry are pairwise 
disjoint. Thus d,, = IYI - 1 + I&l + Ir,l. Since dy > d,i”(G), we have 
I YI - 1 + lZ,,l + Iry( 2 d,i”(G). From (2) and (3) it is easy to see that ) Y I < d,i”(G)/2. 
Therefore 
llyl + lryl > dmin(G)P (5) 
Recall that in Step 3(e) of the algorithm, y was distributed to the left if I l,, ( 2 I r,,J and to 
the right otherwise. Therefore, dk 2 max (I 1,,1, I r,,l}. It follows from inequality (5) that 
db > &i,(G)/4. 
5. Degree of vertices in M: Let m be a vertex in M. Recall that each vertex in M is 
adjacent to some vertex in YuZ. We know that d, B d,i,(G). We consider two 
subcases here also. 
(a) IZI < d,,“(G)/21 In this case, we distributed all the elements of Z to the left. In 
the worst case, m could lose all its neighbors in YuZ. Therefore d:, 2 d, - I YI - JZ(. 
From (2) and (3), it is easy to see that 
I Yl G (&in(G) - IZIP 
Therefore, 
&ad,-IYI-IZI 
2 & - (&i”(G) - IZW - IZI 
= d, - d,i”(G)/2 - lZl/2. 
NOW since d, > d,i,(G) and IZI < d,,,(G)/29 it follows that d:, 2 d,i,(G)/4. 
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(b) 12 1 > &,(G)/2: In this case, L 1 .X7/2] - 1 arcs were distributed to the left and the 
remaining rjZl/21+ 1 arcs were distributed to the right of the cut. Therefore, the 
decrease in the degree of m due to the distribution of the arcs in YuZ is at most 
I Yl + rlZl/21 + 1. Therefore, 
d:,~d,-1~1+~1/21-1. (6) 
It is easy to see from (2) that 
IYI + rl4/216 &in(G)/2 + 1. 
Using this inequality in (6) we have, 
d:, 2 d, - d,i,(G)/2 - 2. 
Since d, 2 d,i,(G), if follows that d:, > d,i”(G)/2 - 2. It is easy to verify that when 
d,i”(G) B 8, then d:, Z d,i,(G)/4. 
This completes the proof of Case 5 as well as that of Lemma 3.2. q 
Theorem 3.1. Let G be a circular arc graph. Let OPT(G) and DOMP(G) denote the sizes 
of an optimal domatic partition and that produced by Heuristic DOMP, respectively. 
Then OPT(G)/DOMP(G) < 4. 
Proof. For any graph G, if d,in(G) denotes the minimum degree of a node in G then 
the size of an optimal domatic partition is no more than d,,(G) + 1. This is easy to 
see because a vertex can be dominated only by itself and its neighbors, and so a vertex 
of minimum degree has no more than d,i,(G) + 1 dominators. Hence any partition of 
size greater than d,in(G) + 1 will have at least one set which is not a dominating set. 
Therefore OPT(G) < d,i,(G) + 1. To prove the required performance bound, we 
consider two cases. 
Case 1: d,i,,(G) < 7. In this case, OPT(G) 6 8, and by Fact 2.1, the heuristic (Step 
3(a)) produces a partition of size 2 for G’. Thus DOMP(G) = 2, and hence 
OPT(G)/DOMP(G) < 4. 
Case 2: d,in(G) 2 8. In this case Step 3(f) of the algorithm obtains an optimal 
domatic partition for G’. Hence from Lemma 3.1 we have, DOMP(G) = d,i,(G’) + 1. 
Further, from Lemma 3.2 we have d,i”(G’) 2 d,i,(G)/4. Hence DOMP(G) > 
(d,i,(G)/4) + 1. Therefore 
OPT(G)/DOMP(G) < (1 + d,i,(G))/(l + d,i,(G)/4) < 4. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. 0 
We now present an example to show that the upper bound of 4 proven above is 
achievable. The example is shown in Fig. 2. Let r be a positive integer. The graph 
G corresponding to the set of arcs shown in Fig. 2 is simply a clique on 4r + 2 nodes. 
Thus, d,i,(G) = 4r + 1. Also, the size of an optimal domatic partition for G is 4r + 2. 
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Fig. 2. Lower bound example for the domatic partition algorithm. 
When Heuristic DOMP is presented with this collection of arcs, it may choose u* as 
the arc corresponding to a node of minimum degree. In such a case, it is easy to verify 
that X = {x1,x2, . . . , x2,), Y = 0 and Z = {zl,zz, . . . ,zz,+i}. Since Y = 0, only the 
arcs in Z are distributed. Here, 1 ZI = 2r + 1 > d,i,(G)/2, and so the heuristic arbitrar- 
ily chooses LIZI/ J - 1 arcs and distributes them to the left; the remaining 
rizi/21+ 1 = r + 2 arcs (say, zr,zz, . . . ,z,+J are distributed to the right. After this 
step, the degree of each node zi, 1 < i < I + 2, is reduced to r + 1. Thus, the size of an 
optimum domatic partition for the resulting interval graph is at most I + 2. As 
a consequence, the ratio achieved by the heuristic for this example is (4r + 2)/(r + 2) 
which can be made arbitrarily close to 4 by choosing r to be sufficiently large. 
4. Heuristics for on-line coloring 
The best known approximation algorithm for off-line coloring of circular arc 
graphs is due to Tucker [21]. His algorithm achieves a performance guarantee of 2. In 
this section we discuss heuristics for on-line coloring of circular arc graphs. The first 
heuristic is for the on-line model in which arcs are presented in increasing order of 
their left end points. For the second heuristic, the arcs can be presented in any order. 
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These heuristics also use the technique of cutting a circular arc graph. The basic idea 
behind these heuristics is the following. We choose the radial line passing through 
some reference point (say, the origin with respect o which the arcs are specified) as the 
cut line. When an arc is presented, the heuristic checks whether the arc crosses the cut 
line. For each arc crossing the cut line, the heuristic assigns a new color. (The 
collection of such arcs forms a clique in the given circular arc graph.) Clearly, the arcs 
which do not cross the cut line form an interval graph. When the arcs are presented in 
sorted order, the arcs forming this interval graph also arrive in sorted order. It is well 
known that the greedy coloring algorithm produces an optimal coloring for an 
interval graph when the intervals are processed in sorted order of their left end points 
[7]. This fact enables us to prove that the heuristic is 2competitive. When the arcs are 
presented in an arbitrary order, we use a known on-line heuristic for coloring interval 
graphs given independently by Kierstead and Slusarek [ll, 171. This heuristic pro- 
vides a competitive ratio of 3, and this fact is used in proving that our heuristic is 
4-competitive. We now present our heuristics and analyses of their performance. 
4. I. Heuristic under the sorted arc on-line model 
Heuristic ONCOLl. 
Input: A sequence of circular arcs presented one at a time in sorted order of their left 
end points traversed in clockwise direction. 
Output: A valid color for each arc. 
begin 
1. Choose the cut line 1 to be the radial line passing through the origin with respect 
to which the end points of the arcs are specified. 
2. Set N = 0 and i = 0. 
3. repeat 
(a) Set i = i + 1 and obtain the next arc Ai = (ai, bi). 
(b) if Ai crosses the cut line 1 then 
(i) Set N = N + 1. 
(ii) Assign color N to Ai. 
else 
(iii) Color Ai using the greedy coloring algorithm [7] for interval 
graphs. (The colors used in this step are disjoint from the colors 
used in Step 3(b)(ii) above.) 
until end of input. 
end. 
4.2. Analysis of Heuristic ONCOLI 
Obviously, Heuristic ONCOLl produces a valid vertex coloring. We now prove 
that the heuristic is 2-competitive. 
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Theorem 4.1. Let G be a circular arc graph. Let OPT(G) denote the minimum number of 
colors needed to color G. Further, let ONCOLl(G) denote the number of colors used by 
the heuristic ONCOLl to color the vertices of G. Then ONCOLl(G)/OPT(G) < 2. 
Proof. Let C,,,(G) be the size of the maximum clique in G. Obviously, 
OPT(G) 2 C,,,(G). (7) 
Note that when Heuristic ONCOLl terminates, the value of N is the number of arcs 
that cross the cut line 1. Clearly, these arcs form a clique in G, and so 
N < C,,,(G). (8) 
The heuristic uses N colors to color the arcs that cross the cut line. Let G’ denote the 
interval graph formed by the arcs which do not cross the cut line and let ZNT(G’) be 
the number of colors used by the greedy algorithm for coloring G’. Thus 
ONCOLl(G) = ZNT(G’) + N. (9) 
Clearly, the size of the maximum clique in G’ is at most C,,,(G). It is well known that 
the minimum number of colors needed to color an interval graph is equal to the size of 
a maximum clique in the graph [6]. Since G’ is colored optimally, we have 
INT(G’) < C,,,(G). (10) 
From (8)-(lo), we see that ONCOLl(G) < 2&,,(G). The theorem now follows from 
(7). 0 
We now prove a lower bound on the competitive ratio that can be achieved by an 
on-line algorithm for coloring a circular arc graph under the sorted on-line model. 
Theorem 4.2. No on-line algorithm for coloring circular arc graphs can achieve a com- 
petitive ratio of less than 413 even when the arcs are presented in sorted order of their left 
end points. 
Proof. Let d be any on-line algorithm for coloring a circular arc graph. Consider the 
four sets of arcs Al, AZ, A3 and A4 shown in Fig. 3. Each set of arcs Ai consists of 
n identical arcs having the same endpoints.’ Let these arcs be presented to d in the 
order AI, AZ, A3 and A4. (Note that in this sequence, the arcs appear in increasing 
order of their left end points.) We now observe the following. 
(1) After the arc set A 1 is presented, the total number of colors used by J$ is exactly 
n. This is because these arcs form a clique. 
(2) After the set AZ is presented, assume that d uses t > 0 new colors. Therefore, 
the total number of colors used by z&’ is n + t. Next, observe that t < n/3. If this were 
’ We can easily modify the arcs so that they do not have the same end points. 
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Fig. 3. Proof of Theorem 4.2. 
not the case, then the theorem would follow immediately since number of colors used 
by an optimal algorithm on the set of arcs AluAz is n while d uses at least 4n/3 
colors. Therefore, in the following discussion we assume that t < n/3. 
(3) Next, when the set of arcs A3 is presented to d, it is easy to see that d must use 
at least (n - t) additional colors. This is because the arcs in AJ form a clique of size 
n and they are adjacent to every arc in AZ. 
(4) Finally, when the set of arcs A4 is presented to d, it must use at least (n - t) 
additional colors because each arc in A4 is adjacent to the other arcs in A4 and also 
adjacent to all the arcs in A1uA3. 
Therefore, the total number of colors used by d is at least n + t + (n - t) + (n - t) 
= (3n - t). It is easy to see that an optimal algorithm can color the set of arcs using 
only 2n colors. Therefore, the competitive ratio of d is 312 - t/2n. Since t < n/3, it 
follows that the competitive ratio of .J&’ is at least 4/3. q 
4.3. Heuristic for the usual on-line model 
Our on-line heuristic (referred to 0NCOL2 in the subsequent description) for this 
model is obtained by a simple modification to Heuristic ONCOLl. In Step 3(iii) of 
Heuristic ONCOLl, we use the on-line coloring algorithms for interval graphs given 
in [ll, 173, instead of the greedy algorithm. In the following discussion, we will refer to 
the heuristic of [ll, 171 as ONLINE-INT. 
To analyze the performance guarantee provided by 0NCOL2, we need the follow- 
ing lemma proven in [ll, 12,173. 
Lemma 4.1. Let G’ be an interval graph and let C,,,(G’) denote the size of a maximum 
clique in G’. Heuristic ONLINE-INT uses at most 3C,,,(G’) - 2 colors in producing 
a valid coloring of G’. Moreover,for every on-line algorithm J&‘, there is an interval graph 
G’ such that SX? will use at least 3C,,,(G’) - 2 colors for G’. 
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Theorem 4.3. Let G be a circular arc graph. Let OPT(G) and ONCOL2(G) denote, 
respectively, the minimum number of colors needed to color the vertices of G and the 
number of colors used to color vertices of G using Heuristic ONCOL2. Then ON- 
COL2(G) < 4 OPT(G) - 2. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 4.1, except that the upper bound on 
ZNT(G’) is 3&,&G’) - 2 (from Lemma 4.1). 0 
We note that the lower bound result of Lemma 4.1 also applies to circular arc 
graphs since interval graphs are a subclass of circular arc graphs. 
5. Concluding remarks 
In this paper we have given efficient heuristics for the domatic partition problem 
and the on-line coloring problem for circular arc graphs. An interesting aspect of our 
work is that both the problems have been solved by exploiting the close relationship 
between circular arc graphs and interval graphs. A similar idea has been used by 
Supowit [ZO] to give a coloring heuristic for circle graphs by effectively using their 
relationship with permutation graphs. In Cl33 efficient heuristics for the maximum 
independent set and minimum coloring problems are given for intersection graphs of 
unit squares by observing their relationship with interval graphs. We believe that this 
approach can be potentially applied to a number of other optimization problems for 
circular arc graphs as well as other classes of graphs. 
It has recently been shown [lS] that under the usual on-line model (i.e., when the 
arcs are presented in an arbitrary order), the optimal on-line coloring algorithm for 
interval graphs given in [ll, 171 provides a competitive ratio of 3 for circular arc 
graphs as well. 
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